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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
During the i)a.st an extensive literature [1-4] on the stauly of strongly in-
teracting probes on nuclei has accumulated, which clearly demonstrates the 
usefulness of intermediate energy protons for investigating nuclear structure. 
The main emphasis in these analysis has been the study of neutron density 
distribution as the charge density distribution has been precisely determined 
from the study of the electron scattering experiments. It may be pointed out 
that the information about the matter density distribution is largely derived 
through microscopic description of the Glauber formalism [5] which relates 
the hadron-nucleon amplitude to the hadron-nucleus one in a mathemati-
cally tractable way. From a theoretical point of view, many authors [4,6,7] 
have studied the successive corrections to the Glauber amplitude to extract 
more microscopic details about the target nuclei. One such corrections [8] 
concerns the contribution of the two-body correlations to proton scattering. 
By expressing the nuclear density in terms of one-body density, two-,three-, 
and many-body correlation functions the authors have studied the effects of 
two-body correlation term only using the oscillator model for the target. The 
results of their analysis show that these correlations are important enough 
to be taken in any realistic study of the proton scattering data. 
Khan [9] has studied the elastic angular distribution and polarization 
data of ~ 1 GeV proton on '^He and ^^C in terms of realistic form factors 
for target nuclei. The analysis is based upon the correlation expansion of the 
nucleon-nucleus Glauber amphtude, the first term of which corresponds to 
well known optical-limit results of Czyz and Maximon [10], while the other 
depend successively upon the two-,three-, and many-body densities of the 
target nuclei. The calculations include coulomb and spin effects. By retain-
ing terms upto three-body density, it is found that one needs to consider only 
upto the second-order density term to provide a satisfactory explanation of 
both kinds of experimental data upto the available inomentuni transfer re-
gion. The contribution of the three-body density term is only marginal except 
in "^ Hc differential cross- section in the cm. angular range 45" < 9cm < 65". 
In a recent paper, based on the work of Golovanova et al. [11] and Antonov 
et al. [12], Khan and Singh [13] have parametrized the (spin-dependent) 
nucleon - nucleon amplitude (NNA) which describes successfully the pp and 
pn elastic scattering data at ~1 GeV upto the available (large) momentum 
transfer region. Using NNA as the elementry amplitude, calculations are 
performed for p - '^He elastic scattering at ~ 1 GeV within the framework 
of Glauber model. It is found that the use of NNA provides a better de-
scription of the data as compared to the usually parametrized one - term 
amplitude [14]. Thus, it is clear that the accuracy of nuclear densities does 
not only depend on the vahdity of the reaction mechanism used, but also on 
the accuracy of the hadron - nucleon ampUtude. Due to these limitations, it 
becomes necessary to probe the nuclei with different projectiles and see if the 
situation could be better understood in terms of similar microscopic details 
of target nuclei within the framework of the same reaction mechanism. 
The appearance of kaon-nucleus scattering data [15,16] at 635, 715 and 
800 MeV/c, has added a new dimension to carry out microscopic studies of 
nuclei. Many authors [17-31] have shown a great interest in the study of 
the scattering of K'^ meson from nuclei. The motivation for such studies 
comes from the fact that, below 800 MeV/c, the K+N strong interaction, 
as characterized by the K''"N total cross section, is relatively weak on the 
luulroiiic scale. Because of this K^ meson luis fairly long mean free path in 
nuclear matter and is, therefore, capable of penetrating deeply in the nuclear 
interior. It is, thus, expected that the analysis of K"'"N scattering data could 
provide valuable information about the interior region of the nucleus and 
possibly some useful information about the neutron density distribution for 
which other intermediate energy hadrons (e.g. proton, a - particle, pion ) 
are not very helpful, due to their large absorption. 
Moreover, there is also a theoretical advantage in working with K"^  meson, 
as the contributions to the K"^  -nucleus scattering arising from the multiple 
scattering of K+ meson from individual target nucleons become less impor-
tant. However, it has been found that the analysis involving the first- order 
optical model [15,17,19,26,28] and Glauber theory [21] are unable to account 
for the experimental data. In particular the theoretical calculations are found 
to be symmetrically lower than the experimental values. To account for this 
discrepancy, different suggestions have been put forth [17,20,31] that effec-
tively modify properties of the K"^ N interaction within the nuclear matter. 
For example, Siegel et al. [17] proposed that the nuclear medium may mod-
ify the Sl l K"*" scattering amphtude by altering the effective nucleon size in 
the nucleus. They found that an increase of about 20% in Sll phase shift 
provides a good description of the experimental data above 720 MeV/c. On 
the other hand, Glauber model calculations [21] also had to modify the free 
K'^N scattering amplitude in order to reproduce the K'''-nucleus scattering 
data. Obviously, such modifications in the K+ N amplitude may be interest-
ing from the point of view of fitting the K+ - nucleus scattering data, but 
they certainly weaken the very purpose of K+ meson to probe the nuclear 
interior. 
Our primary concern is the free K"'"N amplitude, which forms the basis 
of the present calculation. In fact, we are interested to have that form of the 
K'^N ampUtude which can reproduce the available K'^N elastic scattering 
observables [15,32] for incident momentum k < 800 MeV/c. In this connec-
tion, it may be mentioned that Mizoguchi and Toki [21] have used average 
behaviour of the K''"N amplitude and that too at 800 MeV/c only so that no 
comparision can be made with K'^ p and K'^ n elastic scattering data [32]. 
Efforts have also been made [25] to obtain the parameter values of K+p and 
K"^ n amphtudes at several incident momenta (490 < k < 905 MeV /c). In our 
context, the parameter values at 635, 715 and 800 MeV/c are extracted from 
the Unear interpolation of the parameter values at 530, 720 and 825 MeV/c 
[25]. It is found that the amphtudes used by Yamauchi and Sakamoto [25] 
(hereafter referred to as YS amplitude) seriously fails to account for the K"^  
N elastic scattering data [32] for k < 800 MeV /c(shown by dotted curves 
in Figure 1). This shows that the present form of K'^N amplitude is by no 
means satisfactory for any realistic study of the kaon - nucleus scattering 
data. Thus it is desirable to obtain the K'^N amplitude that can provide 
satisfactory explanation of the K'^N elastic scattering observables. In order 
to have a coherent description of proton and kaon nucleus scattering data, 
we propose to parametrize the K"*" - nucleon ampHtude in the same form as 
NNA [13]. Like NNA the kaon-nucleon amplitude (KNA) also consist of six 
adjustable parameters, the values of which are obtained by fitting the avail-
able K+ N elastic scattering data [15,32]. To test the usefulness of KNA we 
analyse the elastic angular distribution of K+ - ^^C scattering at 800 MeV/c. 
Moreover, encouraged by the finding of Coker, Lumpe and Ray [18,19] re-
garding the enhanced senstivity of K'^ mesons to interior nuclear structure 
properties compared to that of protons, we attempt to see the behaviour 
of neutron density distribution in the nuclear interior that favours the K"^-
nucleus cross sections at the desired incident momenta. Our analysis also 
includes the phase variation in the KN amphtude, which, following Franco 
and Yin [33], can be introduced by multiplying the KN A with a phase factor 
g-ng /2 g^ jj(j treating the 7 as a free parameter. 
Chapter 2 consists of two parts: In the first part we present the eikonal or 
Glauber description of the elastic scattering of a particle from some potential 
V(r), and the second part reviews the Glauber multiple scattering theory 
for particle - nucleus collisions. Chapter 3 describes the evaluation of the 
scattering amplitude for particle-nucleus elastic scattering. The results of 
the calculations for K"*" —^^C elastic scattering at 800 MeV/c are presented 
and discussed in chapter 4. 
Chapter 2: 
Glauber 's High Energy Collision 
Theory 
(a) High Energy approximation for the scattering by a static potential 
First of all we assume that the incident particles are deflected by a static 
force field. The field may be represented by a potential V{f^. The energy of 
the incident particle of mass m is taken to be 
E ^ ^ ^ (1) 
where k is used to represent the momentum of the incident particle. The 
solution of the Schrodinger equation is given by 
{V' + e) ^(r-} = -^ V(r} ^(r), (2) 
subject to the boundary condition that at large distances from the region 
occupied by the potential, the wave function of the system ip{r) behaves 
asymptotically as, 
^{f} —> e'^-''+f{e) — , {as r-^oo) (3) 
r 
which is the sum of the incident plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave 
with scattering amplitude f(^). It can be easily shown that the solution 
of equation (2) satisfying the proper boimdary condition (equation(3)) is 
formally given by 
^(f) = e'^ -*" + JGif- ?) Vi?) i^if) dp, (4) 
where G{f- r') is the free particle propagator, has the form 
^ , - , -;, 2m e'''^^-'^'^ 
G{r-r')^ - - — ^ - _ ^ . (5) 
^•KTI \f— r'\ 
the required asymptotic form of the above wave function is 
9777 P'^''^ r - ^ ^ -. 
^(f) = e'"''- ^ — / e-'^^'VCr') ^(r ') dr', (6) 
Now the scattering amphtude for scattering from the direction fc to a 
direction k'{\k'\ = \k\) is obtained from (equation(6)), has the form 
/ A f c ' ) - - | ^ je-'^''V{T) Hf) dr. (7) 
In order to have an accurate evaluation of the scattering. We can say from 
equation (7) that the wave function is needed only in the region where V{f) ^ 
0. 
We thus see that our scattering problem involves the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation in the nonzero potential region. We know that not 
any analytical method can solve exactly the Schrondinger equation, therefore 
some approximation method is used for obtaining the scattering amplitude. 
In the following we give a brief account of an approximation method 
as developed by Glauber[5]. The method as we shall see, provides one to 
estimate correctly the intensity of a predominant part of the scattering. 
To start the discussion of the approximation method we write the integral 
equation (4) for the scattering of spinless particle from a static potential as: 
Ak I r—r' 
Now, if the energy E of the incident particle greatly exceeds the magnitude 
of the interacting potential V{r): ^ < < 1 and to be enough that associated 
wavelength is much smaller than the potential width a : ka » I then we 
are justified in assuming that the backward scattering would be very weak. 
In such Cfusc it is vory unlikely that in traversing the i)otential the particle 
will be deflected greatly from its initial direction, so that the scattering is 
heavily concentrated at small angles. Therefore, the function i>{f) of the 
particle may to a good approximation be written as 
which is the product of a plane wave and a modulation function which varies 
slowly over the projectile wavelength. Substituting equation (9) in equation 
(8), we get 
9m r P''^ I r-?\- ik.[r-r') ^ ^ ^ 
m = ^-i^ / -—r^^—Ti—^(^') (^^ ') ^^ '- (10) 
A-KTI J \r — r \ 
Defining a new position variable r" by 
? ^ r - r', (11) 
equation (10) can be written as 
'^^'^^'^~4^ J p M ^^^-''"^ 4>{r-T") dr". (12) 
Now if we assume that the functions V(f) and (l){f) should vary slowly in 
a particle wavelength in which the exponential oscillates rapidly may be 
expected to reduce the contribution of the integral on the right hand side 
considerably. If we consider points r which lies within the volume occupied 
by the potential, the maximum contribution to the integral will come for 
values of f" lying close in direction to k, since for these values the exponential 
is nearly constant. 
To be more exphcit, let us assume the functions V{r) and (f){r) vary 
appreciably only within a distance d. We for the time being assume it to be 
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much larger than A/27r(= 1/A;). Integrating the right hand side of equation 
(12) over the angular variables by parts, we get 
a i fc r" ( l - n) 
0(r-) = l+^ J d? ^J—l.V{f-?) 4>{r-?) +0{ji), (13) 
where 
12 = cos(k.r") 
The terms neglected by the asymptotic approximation are, as indicated, of 
relative order 1/kd. The Hmit // = - 1 corresponds to the points r" antipar-
allel to k. Since in this case the exponential varies rapidly the contributions 
of the /x = — 1 term is of order 1/kd and is therefore negligibly small. As a 
first step, therefore, we are neglecting the backward scattering. We are thus 
left simply with the term corresponding to r" parallel to fc, 
i r°° -, ^ ^ 
ct>{r) = l-— J^ V{f-r") <?!.(f-r")U||fc dr", (14) 
where v is the velocity of incident particle. Choosing the positive z-axis lie 
in the direction of propagation k, the above equation can be written in the 
cartesian coordinates as 
2 /•oo 
i C°° 
= 1 - ^ 7 ^ V{x, y, z')<t>{x, y, z')dz'. (15) 
The solution of this integral equation is 
so that the approximate wavefunction is of the form 
11 
RxiCiilling th(^  sciiU.oring state l)()uiKlary condition tlia.t at larg(;r distances 
the wavefunction should consist of the incident plane wave and an outgoing 
spherical wave. We see that wavefunction (equation 17) is missing a good 
many of the things, e.g., a spherical outgoing wave. But it should be remem-
bered that the arguments leading to equation (17) are intended to hold only 
within the volume occupied by the potential. The expression (17), there-
fore, need not represent the wavefunction for larger distance. Fortunately, as 
is evident from equation (8), it is only necessary to know the wavefunction 
within the range of the potential in order to calculate the scattering ampli-
tude. Before evaluating the scattering amphtude, it will be convenient to 
define certain coordinate vectors. Let k be the imit vector. 
|fc| = l 
pointing in the direction of the incident propagation k which, as before, will 
be taken to lie along the positive z-axis. Then any position vector fmay be 
resolved as 
f=b + kz (18) 
where b is an impact parameter vector which lies in a plane perpendicular to 
^(Figure A). Now equation(17) becomes 
Next substituting the above wavefunction into the expression (7) for the 
12 
scattering amplitude, we obtain 
(20) 
where S'^'^b represents the integration over the plane of the impact vectors. 
Now, energy conservataion requires. |fc'| = \k\ so that for small scattering 
angles the vector {k — k') is nearly perpendicular to the beam direction k. In 
fact, the error of approximating the exponential exp[i(A; — k').kz] by unity is 
only of order (l-cos^)fcd ~ ^^kd where Q is the scattering angle and d is the 
distance within which V and 0 vary appreciably. Further, the quantity ^^kd 
should be much smaller than unity i.e. 
9^kd«l. 
with this simplification, the z integration is simply that of an exact differential 
and leads to: 
f^k^k')=.l^ f e^Ck-i^')-^ \e^ir^nb+k.')a.'_ J ^ ^21) 
ZTTl J I J 
or 
r27r 
f(k,k') = - - / d(j) / b db 6^"''"'''^''°"^ [e'^^^^ -1] (22) 
27rz Jo Jo 
where 0 is the azimuthal angle and x{b) is the phase shift function. 
-> 1 1'°° -> -
Xib) = - ^ J_^ Vib + kz')dz' (23) 
This is the basic result for the elastic scattering amphtude of a spinless 
particle from a static potential V{f). 
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For potentials with azimuthal symmetry we may further integrate the 
angular part in equation (22), the result is: 
f{q) = ik / Jo(qb) 1 - e'^ '^') b db. (24) 
J o '- •' 
where q = {k — k') is the momentum transfer vector, Jo is the zeroth order 
Bessel function . It is customary to abbreviate this formula by defining the 
profile function: 
T{b) = 1 - e'^^^^ (25) 
Then the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the profile function r(6) pro-
vide us the scattering amplitude for momentum transfer q: 
m = ~ j e'^Mb) d^'^b (26) 
Thus if we know the scattering amplitude then by inverse fourier transform 
we can obtain the profile function: 
where dP'^q' is a two-dimensional element of integration in a plane perpendic-
ular to k. The expression (26) represents the scattering amphtude accurately 
as long as the momentum transfer q remains small compared to the incident 
momentum k. 
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(b) Glauber Multiple Scattering Theory 
We have already considered the problem of potential scattering and ob-
tained the basic result for the scattering amplitude. In the present section 
we are generalizing the potential approach for a system of particles. The 
discussion is specialised to intermediate and high energy nucleon - nucleus 
scattering, as well as is quite general and can be profitably apphed to the 
other appropriate situations such as to study the scattering of an electron 
from an atom. 
Now, consider the colhsion of the incident nucleon with a target nucleus 
in terms of encounters with the constituents in the target and ignoring the 
spin and i-spin degree of freedom of nucleons. The incident nucleon can 
collide with a single target nucleon, or with many in succession. The range 
of interaction of the incident particle with a nucleon may not be smaller 
than the distances which separates nucleons in the nucleus, so the problem 
arises because of strong interaction of incident particle with several nucleons 
at once. Solution of this problem by multiple scattering theory shows much 
coinphcations but the use of diflFraction theory leads to great simplification. 
As described earlier in the elementary diflFraction theory, the phase shift 
brought about a nucleon is the same as if interaction region surrounding it 
were a medium with an appropriately chosen complex refractive index: the 
interaction region absorbs, perhaps appreciably, and refracts shghtly as well. 
So, we may imagine that a multiplicative change in its amplitude takes place, 
as in optics, when a wave passes through two or more such regions. In this 
situation the detailed structure of the individual interaction is not necessary, 
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the total complex phase shift of the incident wave is simply the sum of those 
produced by the individual nucleons. 
Consider a set of A nucleons occupy fixed positions Si,S2, SA relative 
of the axis of collision. The vectors s'i,S2, SA are projections of the 
position vectors of nucleons fijf^, f^  on a plane perpendicular to k : 
(Figure B). The wave representing the incident particles passing through 
the entire system acquires a total phase shift XN(b; si SA) which depends 
upon coordinates 5*1,52, SA, as well as on impact parameter b. Basically 
we assume that the total interaction V/v(n, ^2) between the projectile 
and the target nucleus is the sum of the individual interactions between the 
projectile and the target nucleons i.e. 
VNin, rA)^J2V{ri) (28) 
This leads to 
e 
iXN(b;si, SA) _ „iXl(b-^l) + +iXA{l>-SA) 
_ g» l(''-'Sl] + +^XA{<>-SA) ^29) 
where Xj is the phase shift function for the j^^ target nucleon. 
Let us introduce the profile function 
TNib;si SA) = 1 - e'^^^'-''^ '^\ (30) 
for the entire set of nucleons, then we see that composition law for the profile 
function is: 
A 
TN{b;si SA) = 1 - n [1 - ri(& - Sj)] (31) 
where Tj is the profile function for the f'^ target nucleon. By expanding the 
product in equation (31) we obtain the following. 
^N{b; 51 SA) = ZTj{b- sj) - X: Tjib- sj)rm{b- Sm) 
J = l j<Tn 
16 
A 
+ Y^ ri(b-Si)rj(b-Sj)rkib-Sk) + A terms. (32) 
i<j<k 
This expansion is quite important in the multiple diffraction theory; the 
first term represents the coherent scattering from A distinct nucleons (single 
scattering term), the second term corresponds the successive scattering from 
two nucleons (double scattering term), and so on and so forth. 
The target nucleons are, of course, not fixed but moving in the nucleus 
and they are more or less free to recoil. We take into account the dynamical 
behaviour of the nucleons, assuming that the energy transferred in the elastic 
collision processes are negligibly small, and that the initial nucleon velocities 
do not alter the basic interactions. Now it is easy to show [5] that the 
amplitude for collision in which the nucleus goes from an initial state \i) 
to a final state | / ) , is simply given by the matrix element of the function 
rAr(6;si s^) : 
ik 
Ffi fi{q) = 'i^je'^\f\V^{h-s, SA)\i)<f%. (33) 
The function T[^i^;si SA) must be invariant under coordinate translations. 
Hence if the states \i) and | / ) take proper account of centre-of-mass motion 
of the nucleons, we will find that F/i(g) contain a factor of three dimensional 
delta function which expresses the conservation of total momentum. The 
scattering amplitude which we measure is the factor which multiplies this 
delta function. It is easy to show[5] that this scattering amplitude, let us call 
it Ffi{q), takes the same form the expression Ffi{q) would take for scattering 
by a nuclear system whose centre-of-mass is constrained to remain fixed at 
the origin. 
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If c/)/ and 0/ arc tlio intornal wave function of Mio niu:loa.r system for initial 
and final states, respectively, then we may write the scattering amplitude 
Ffi{q) in the form 
FfM = f /e^%/( [ r , ] ) r^ (6 ;s^ sMilrMjE^l) Udrn^d^'^b 
(34) 
where delta function expresses explicitly the constraint upon the nuclear 
centre-of -mass. If we express the function TM by means of the composite 
law ( 31 ), we then have 
Ffiio) == ^ J e^'-^'S 4>}m) [l - n/=a (l - r,(6 - s,))' 
xU[rm^E^j)Ild^^rnd^'^b (35) 
For convenience of calculations it is convenient to express Ffi{q) in terms of 
the basic NN amplitude fj{q). This can be simply achieved through equation 
( 27 ). The result is: 
^MlrM^ErDUdr^md^'^b (36) 
If we expand the product in its integrand and examine the successive terms 
which result, what we find a species of multiple scattering expantion. It is 
worth noting, for example, that the same nucleon index never occurs twice in 
any of the multiple scattering terms and that in a nucleus with A nucleons, 
one never has more than A-fold scattering these simplifications are present 
because the scattering is impHcitly assumed to take place mainly in the for-
ward direction. Here it may be noted that the above formulation does not 
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take into account the effects due to coulomb scattering . In order to take 
into account these effects [34], we rewrite the equation (35) as follows 
^ /i J 
HlrjW^'Lrjmdrrr.S'^b 
where, 
'A 
fc{q} = -2T?A;exp(i</)c)/g^ 
Xc{b) = 87:r)J^ dt t^Pch{t) i In 
Xpt{b) = 2riln{kb) 
1 + (1-67^2)1/2 
(b/t) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(1 - b'/t^yA , (40) 
where r) is the Sommerfeld parameter, pch is the nuclear charge density and 
(j>, = -2r)[\niq/2k) + 5] + 2Y^ 
with 6 as the Euler constant. 
r=0 
^ -tan-^ ^ 
7-+ 1 r + 1 
(41) 
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Chapter 3: 
Kaon - nucleus Elastic Scattering 
Amplitude 
20 
(a) Shell model approach 
Wc start witli a simplified (shell model) picture of the nucleus. For elastic 
scattering, we require only the density distribution of the ground state 
p{ri, TA) = <^*(ri, f^)0(ri, VA) (42) 
We now make the assumption that the nucleons in the nucleus are completely 
uncorrelated, so that the density function factors into the product of A terms 
p(n, TA) = p(ri) p{fA) (43) 
Substitution of equation (43) in equation (37) shows that all the r} integra-
tions factorize out if it were not for the cm. delta function. However if we 
use the transformation due to Gartenhaus and Schwartz [35], it is possible 
to remove this delta function, but the result is only simple if we are dealing 
with the harmonic oscillator wave functions. 
We, therefore, take, in the case of ^^C nucleus, four nucleons in the s-state 
and eight nucleons in the p-state, and write 
4 12 
P(n, TA) = n Ps{rj) n Pp(^j)' (44) 
3=1 i = 5 
where the s-, and p -wave densities are taken as the harmonic oscillator 
densities: 
/ 2 \ 3/2 
ft«=(v) '=^ °^ '" ("5) 
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where a^ is the oscillator constant which is related to r.m.s. radius of the 
nucleus. It comes out that in the Gartenhaus and Schwartz prescription, one 
may neglect the delta function and multiplying the resulting expression by a 
factor exp{q^/AAa^). 
Substituting equation( 44 ) in equation (36) and remove the 8 function, 
using the prescription of Gartenhaus and Schwartz, we get : 
Fu{q) = iik/2Tv)e'^'/^'^''^ J e'^-^S^^b J d^^^fi d^^^rA 
4 12 A 
(47) 
It is worth noting that in this expression the kaon- proton and kaon-neutron 
amphtudes have been replaced by their average behaviour. Since the r, 
integrations are now separable, Fii{q) can be reduced to: 
(l - [jp,{r)I{b,r)dh]'[jp,{r)I{lT)dhf) , (48) 
where 
As pointed out above, we have used oscillator wave function for the target 
nucleus, which has made it possible to remove the delta function (cm. con-
straint) using the prescription of Gartenhaus and Schwartz. Since oscillator 
model of the nucleus is not always adequate to provide realistic description of 
target nuclei, it is advisable to work within that framework of the scattering 
formalism which may use the realistic description of target nuclei. In other 
words, we should use realistic form factors of nuclei which may reproduce the 
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electron scttering nuclear form factors upto the available momentum trans-
fer region. Moreover, the scattering formalism should be such that it should 
properly take into account the cm. constraint. It is found that the aforesaid 
requirement may be met if we use the correlation expansion of the Glauber 
amplitude proposed many years ago by Ahmad and Auger [36]. In the fol-
lowing, we shall now present the brief discussion of the correlation expansion 
of the Glauber amplitude. 
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(b)Correlation expansion of the Glauber ampli tude 
According to the Glauber scattering theory, the scattering ampUtude de-
scribing the elastic scattering of a kaon with momentum k from a target 
nucleus in the ground state, incorporating Coulomb effects [34], takes the 
form: 
Fooiq) = fciq) + ^ / S%e'^'^-'+^'''^^\l - e'^^^^^+^^^'\ (49) 
where 
X. 
fciq) = -2??A; exp{i(i)c)/q^ 
xAb)^2vHkb) 
.,{b) = S7rr]J dtt^pch{t)\n 
in which T] is the Sommerfeld parameter, Pch is the charge density and 
0e = -277[ln(9/2A;) + 5] + 2 5 ] 
r=0 
^ + - 1 ^ 
— tan r + 1 r + 1 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
with b as the Euler constant. 
The Glauber theory gives the following expression for the nuclear phase 
shifts function XN(^)"-
1 - exv{ixn^)\ = (^o|r(6;siS2....SA)|^o), (54) 
where ^o stands for the ground state of the nucleus, s*,- is the projection 
of the / ^ target nucleon coordinate onto a plane perpendicular to k and 
r(6; Si,S2, ....SA) is the kaon-nucleus profile function, which is related to the 
kaon-nucleon profile function FKA^  by 
r(6;si,S2....5U) = ( 1 - 5 ( 6 ) ) , (55) 
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where 
5(6) = n[i-rfcyv(/7-.§;-)] (56) 
The kaon-nucleon profile function is related to the kaon-nucleon amplitude 
through equation (26). 
To obtain the correlation expansion for the elastic scattering amplitude, 
we follow the approach of Ahmad, and Auger [36], according to which the 
product in equation (56) may be written in terms of an effective profile 
function 7j in the following manner: 
^(6) = n ( l - ( r o - 7 , - ) ) , (57) 
7j = To-TtcN{b-Sj), (58) 
wliore 
ro = {%\rf^ib-sj)\%), (59) 
With this, equation (49) provides the following expression for the elastic 
scattering amplitude 
Fooiq) = fc{q) + Fo(g) + ^ Fi{q}, (60) 
1=2 
where 
and 
Fo{q) = ^ J e^ (^ '^^ +xp.(?))fi _ (1 _ r,)^e'^^('^]S'^b, (61) 
Fi{q) =^-~ f e^ ('?''-^ >>^ p'('^ )+>^ =W)(^ o|(l - ro)^- 'x 
EE--E7i7 i . . . -7 . | ^E 'o)d(^ '6 (62) 
i <j <h 
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The summation in equation (60) starts from 1=2 since l - l term does not, 
contribute to the elastic scattering. The term FQ in equation (60), which 
is similar to the independent particle model (IPM) result, represents a pas-
sive propagation of the projectile in the field of A nucleons, while the terms 
f]{^ 2), which may be treated as the correction terms to the IPM calcu-
lation, describe a passive propagation of the projectile in the field of (A-1) 
nucleons. In other words the successive terms in expansion (60) depend 
upon the one-body density, two-body correlation function and so on. More 
explicitly evaluation of F2 gives the following expression: 
F^iq) = ^ ^ ^ V ^V"'" ' '^^ '^^ (l-ro)^-^C2(fi,r2) Tib-S,) T{b-S^df,dr, 
(63) 
where C2 (two -body correlation function) has the same expression as given 
in ref.[36]. In terms of the ground state densities (form factors) the above 
expression may be written as: 
^'^^ =^  8;k^^4r^ / "''•' ^^'^^ ^^  - ^°)^'' [^ '^  - ^«]' ^^ )^ 
where 
G, = j d^'\d^'\2 e-'^^^^^^^-'f{q,)f{q2)F^'KqrA2l (65) 
and 
Go = Jd^'ke'''^-'f{q)F{q). (66) 
The quantities F(q},F^^\qi,q2) in above expressions are the one-, two-body 
form factors respectively: 
F{q) = j p(f)e'^-dr, (67) 
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As mentioned before we restrict ourselves iipto F2 in the expression for Foo(r/) 
as it is the leading correction terra to the optical limit result. Evaluation of 
the term FQ which depends upon the intrinsic ground state density of target 
nucleus is trivial. For evaluating F2 we must know the intrinsic two-body 
(density) form factor of target nucleus. In the following, these are obtained 
[36] following the approach of Feshbach et.al.[38]. These authors introduce a 
model wave function 0A/(?^ l•••••f^ 4) in terms of which tlie intrinsic one-, two-
body form factors of the nucleus may, at least approximately, be written 
as: 
F(g-) - K{q)FM{q) (69) 
F^'\quq2) = Kiq, + q2)FJ^\quq2,) (70) 
Yv'here FM-,FI^ are the model one-, two-body form factors obtained from 
equations (67) and (68) by replacing the intrinsic densities by the model 
ones.The quantity K{q) is the usual cm. correlation correction factor. 
It is well known that the above expressions are exact if (?i>Af is chosen to 
be the fully antisymmetric oscillator wave function. In this case K{q) has 
the form 
K[q) = exp{q''/AAa'), (71) 
where Q^ is the oscillator constant. Unfortunately the harmonic oscillator 
model is not always adequate, still it seems reasonable, to assume that the 
expression (71) provides a good approximation to the more realistic situation. 
Following ref.[38] we further assume that the model two body density may 
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be written as: 
P^Sifx^r;) = PM(fi)pA/(r2)[l - gc{\n - r2|). (72) 
The pheiiomenological gdr) should satisfy the following requirements. It 
must be of sufficiently short range, become unity for r=0 to account for the 
hard core in the NN interaction and its volume integral must be zero. This 
last requirement is to preserve the normalisation of pj{fi,f2) so that its 
integral with respect to any one of its coordinates equals the (model) one-
body density. Clearly the generally used single gaussian correlation function 
g,{r) = expi-r^b^), (73) 
with b as the correlation range does satisfy the last requirement. One may 
still use the above correlation function provided one multiphes the right hand 
side of equation (72) by a normalisation constant iV'^ ^ which is determined 
from the condition [39] that 
Ip'-S{ri,f2)dridr2 = l (74) 
Needless to say, this approach still suffers from the weakness that the one-
coordinate integration of p\J{fi,r2) does not give the model one body density. 
However, if the correlation volume is sufficiently small, the error involved is 
also expected to be small. In any case, when the correlation function is 
given by equation (73) the normalisation (74) is preferable than using the 
totally unnormalised two-body density. Another correlation function which 
possesses all the desired characterstics including the one of its volume integral 
being zero may be written as: 
gir) = . 3_^3.(a^ea:p(-aV) - b^exp{-b^r^)) a>b (75) 
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This has the drawback that it contains two parameters (a and b)about which 
wc know httle. 
For a reaUstic description of the target the evaluation of equation (68) 
becomes difficult due to the presence of the correlation factor QC in the model 
two-body density. For the intrinsic two-body form factor F^'^'^ we use the 
following expression as derived in ref.[40] 
F^^\qi,q2)^m+q2) m)F(|^__/^\ ,,^ .^ .^ ' , (76) K{q{)K{q2) ' ' \ 2 
where g^q) and DM{q) are the Fourier transforms of gdr) and p^{r) 
respectively. 
Finally, it may be pointed out that the distinction between the protons 
and neutrons is incorporated in FQ only, as it is expected to be the leading 
t(>: m in the scattering amplitude. With this modification, equation (61) takes 
the following form: 
^'^^ " S / "'^''''^'""^'^^ X [l - (1 - ro)^(l - ro)^ -^ e^^=(^ ~)] d^^^b, (77) 
with 
ro = (^o|r;^m(^-5-;)|^o), 
where m stands for a proton and a neutron. 
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Chapter 4: 
Calculations and results 
30 
Using the method as oiitUned in chapter 3, we calculate the elastic angular 
distribution of K'^ mesons on ^^C at 800 MeV/c. The inputs needed in the 
theory are the elementary K'^N amplitudes, nuclear form factor, and the 
osciUator constant a^ [9]. 
For computational simplicity we parametrize the required nuclear form 
factor as a sum of Gaussians: 
F{q) = Y,aiexv{-h.^q^), (78) 
j 
where aj and hj are parameters whose values are taken from ref.[40]. These 
values are obtained using realistic ground state density for ^^C as measured 
by electron scattering experiments [41]. The value of the oscillator constant 
is taken from Bessel and Wilkin [42]. 
As mentioned in chapter 1, we parametrize the kaon - nucleon amplitude 
ii! the same form as the ( spin-dependent ) NN amphtude [13]: 
fKN{q) = 1— E ^"+1 TlFi —^—exp 
2„1 
-d'q 
+ 
. , ,VW)V^(4)- 'Ml-^e. . 
2(n + l)_ 
2(n + l) G.n\ 
(79) 
where a is the spin operator of the target nucleon. Other symbols, however, 
have the same meanings as in the NN amplitude [13], 
The amplitude (79) has six adjustable parameters a, p, 0^, Ds, 
p., and Pi- The values of these parameters, which reproduce simultane-
ously the total cross section [15], and differential cross section [32] of K^N 
elastic scattering at ~ 800 Mev/c are given in Table (1): The results of such 
calculations are presented in Figure 1 (soHd curves). It is found that this 
amplitude provides quite a satisfactory explanation of the available K'^ N 
elastic scattering data. 
The results of the calculations for K'^ -^'^ C using the shell model and 
correlation expansion approach are presented in FigTares( 2-6 ). Here it may 
be noted that through K'^ — A'' elastic scattering is contributed from both the 
scalar and spin - dependent parts of the K'^ — N amplitude, the scattering of 
kaons from spin zero nuclei such as ^^C involves only the scalar part as the 
average over the target nucleon spins carried in the kaon - nucleus calculations 
reduces the spin dependent part as zero. Figure 2 shows the elastic angular 
distribution of K'^ mesons on ^^C at 800 MeV/c in the shell model approach, 
in which we compare the calculations with amphtude (79) (solid curve) with 
that involving one - term YS amphtude [25] (dashed curve). It is found 
that the amplitude in equation (79) provides a better description of the data 
throughout the available momentum transfer range as compared to the YS 
amplitude. This shows that a better choice of the K'^'N amplitude supports 
the K^ — ^ ^ C elastic scattering data. 
As mentioned in chapter-3, the results of the shell model calculations 
presented in Figure 2 involve oscillator model for ^^C which is not always 
adequate for realistic description of nuclei. Keeping this fact in mind we 
have performed another calculations for K'^ —^^ C elastic scattering using the 
correlation expantion for the Glauber amplitude. This expansion not only 
considers the reahstic form factor of ^^C nucleus but also the cm. constraint 
is properly taken into account. The results of such calculations are presented 
in Figure 3. The sohd curve coresponds to the amplitude (79) while the 
dashed curve is the result of YS amplitude. In this case also it is found 
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that except for a minor difference in the forward region, the amphtude (79) 
provides a satisfactory explanation of the data through out the available 
momentum transfer range as compared to the YS amplitude. 
Figure 4 shows the effects of two-body correlations on K'^ — ^^C elastic 
scattering with amplitude (79) the sohd curve corresponds to the results with 
two-body correlations while the dashed curve involves no two-body correla-
tions. As expected, it is found that the effects of two-body correlations are 
not important enough to be taken in the study of the elastic scattering of 
K^ mesons on ^^C. 
Keeping in view the increased penetrability of K'^ mesons into the imclear 
matter, it would be interesting to see whether the similar proton and neutron 
density distributions, which may be obtained by unfolding the nuclear form 
factor (78) after correcting for finite nucleon size, still favour the K'^ — •'^ C 
results or something more could be inferred about matter distribution. In 
this connection, we made an attempt in which the parameters of neutron 
density distribution, keeping the parameters of proton density distribution 
(Table 2) same as obtained by electron scttering experiments [41], are varied 
upto the extent of getting an overall good account of K'^ - ^^C data. The 
results are presented in Figure 5; the solid curve corresponds to same den-
sity distributions for both neutrons and protons, while the dotted curve is 
obtained with the parameters of neutron density distribution listed in Table 
3. It is found that the different density distributions for proton and neutron 
in the interior region of nuclear matter (Figure 7), with (r^) = 2.46 fm 
and (rf^) = 2.29 fm, push the theory closer to the experiment. 
The effects of phase variation in the K^N amplitude are presented in 
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Figiire-6. It is found that the phase variation, with 7 = 10.0(6'ey/c)~^, 
aloiigwith the neutron density distribution with parameters in Table 3 pro-
vide a very good accunt of the K'^ — ^^C elastic scattering data upto avail-
able momentum transfer region. This shows that K'^ — ^~C elastic scattering 
measurements at 800 MeV/c favour phase variation in K~^N amplitude, and 
support different density distributions for proton and neutron in the nuclear 
interior region. 
Conclusion 
In this work we have used correlation expansion of the Glauber amplitude 
[36] to analyse the elastic angular distribution of K~^ - ^^C at 800 MeV/c. It 
is found that the use of a better parametrization of KN amplitude (equation 
79), improves the agreement with the experimental data, as compared to 
Lhe one - term (Gaussian) YS amplitude. The analyses considers the careful 
examination of nuclear two-body correlations, matter density distribution, 
and the phase variation in the KN amplitude. It is found that the effects 
of two-body correlations in the scattering of K^ mesons on ^^C are only 
marginal. Moreover, the analysis favomrs the different density distributions 
for proton and neutron in the nuclear interior with (rp'^^^ > (rfj^''^ , and the 
phase variation in the K^N amphtude in order to obtain a good account of 
the experimental data. 
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Table 1 
+ + 
Parameter values for K~p and K~n amplituck!S.[Eq.(78)] 
kabi MeV/c) ^ifm') (3\fw?) p Ds Plifrn' fh 
800 K+p: 1.2866 0.1044 -0.3663 
A"+n: 1.6385 0.1969 -0.5822 
1.3448 0.1778 1.0377 
0.3165 0.0508 0.98.53 
Table 2 
Proton density parameters used in 
the calculations[Eq.(78)]. 
Table 3 
Parameters of the extracted 
neutron density[Eq. (78)]. 
Ui biifm') 
1.494 0.630 
1 2 ^ 
-0.494 
(r2)V2^2.29 fm 
0.354 
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Figure captions: 
Figure 1 Elastic angular distributions of K'^p -^ K^p and K'^n -> K^ TI 
at 800 MeV/c. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the amplit\Kl(^ 
(79) and one term YS amplitude [25] respectively. The data are taken from 
ref.[32]. 
Figure 2 Elastic angular distributions of K'^ -^^ C at 800 MeV/c using 
shell model approach. The solid and dashed curve correspond to the ampli-
tude (79) and one term YS ampUtude [25] respectively. The data are taken 
from ref.[15] 
Figure 3 Elastic angular distributions of K^ — ^ ^ C at 800 MeV/c using 
correlation expansion approach. The solid and dashed ciuve correspond to 
the amplitude (79) and one term YS amphtude [25] respectively. The data 
are taken from ref.[15]. 
I'^igure 4 Elastic angular distributions of K'^ —^'^C at 800 MeV/c with 
amplitude (79). The solid and dashed curves are, respectively, the pridic-
tions with and without the two - body correlations. The data are taken from 
ref.[15] 
Figure 5 Elastic angular distributions of K'^ -^^ C at 800 MeV/c with 
amplitude (79) and different density distributions for protons and neutrons 
in the nuclear interior (Tables 2 and 3) (dotted curve). The solid cm-ve cor-
responds to same density distribution for protons and neutrons. The data 
are taken from ref.[15] 
Figure 6 Elastic angular distributions of K~^ -^^ C at 800 MeV/c witli 
amplitude (79) and the combined effects of both phase variation in the A' ''iV 
amplitude and different density distributions for protons and neutrons in the 
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nuclear interior. The data are taken from ref.[15]. 
Figure-7 Neutron density distributions for ^^C used in the present calcu-
l;it;ion. 
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